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potentialities of these various chemical and enzymatic tools 
in the elucidation of protein structure. This reviewer finds 
the discussions which follow the lectures as valuable as the 
lectures themselves, for here the various problems in the 
interpretation of the results are thrashed out—viewpoints 
it is difficult to find in more formal publications. The ref
erences a t the end of each paper are remarkably comprehen
sive, and this book should be of great interest and value 
both to the general reader and to the worker in the field. 
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Crystal Data. By J. D. H. DONNAY, The Johns Hopkins 
University, Baltimore, Md., and W E R N E R KOWACKI, 
University of Berne, Switzerland, with the collaboration 
of GABRIELLB DONNAY, U. S. Geological Survey, Wash
ington, D. C , and many assistants. The Geological So
ciety of America, 419 W. 117 Street, New York 27, N. Y. 
1954. ix + 719 pp. 17.5 X 25.5 cm. Price, $5.00. 

This book is really two separate, related works bound 
together in one volume. Part I, by Professor Nowacki, is 
entitled "Systematic Tables—Classification of Crystalline 
Substances by Space Groups"; Part I I , by Professor 
Donnay, is entitled "Determinative Tables—Identification 
of Crystalline Substances from Cell Dimensions." 

Part I presents the distribution of about 3800 crystalline 
substances among the 219 space groups that are distinguish
able without a knowledge of the right or left handedness of 
the crystal structure. Under each space group, the sub
stances are divided into seven categories, as follows: I, 
Elements and alloys; I I , Sulfides and related bodies; I I I , 
Oxides and hydroxides; IV, Halides and oxyhalides; V, 
Salts of oxygen acids containing covalently bound oxygen; 
VI, Salts of other oxygen acids; VII , Organic compounds. 
Subsidiary tables set forth the numbers of substances in each 
category that belong to each space group, each crystal sys
tem, each crystal class, each space lattice, etc. In addition, 
the percentage distribution of substances in each of these 
ways is tabulated. 

Even a casual perusal of the tables in Part I confronts one 
with some remarkable statistics. There are 41 space groups 
in which no substance is known to crystallize, according to 
the literature available to Prof. Nowacki in mid-1948, and 
there are 32 for which only one example is known; thus, 
there are only 146 space groups in which more than one sub
stance crystallizes, i.e., only two-thirds of the possible 
space groups are used by nature to an appreciable extent. 
Furthermore, almost half of all crystalline species belong to 
one or another of only ten space groups. Indeed, 9% of all 
substances (including 2 2 % of all organic substances) crystal
lize in the monoclinic space group C2b-P2i/c. The tend
ency of molecules and ions to arrange themselves in cer
tain selected symmetrical patterns, which is indicated by 
these figures, is certainly interesting and may become sig
nificant in the future. Of course, many more detailed cor
relations between chemical nature and symmetrical arrange
ment are presented, or can be discovered, in the tables of 
Part I; it is a painstaking and thorough piece of work, 
probably providing the data for many coming investigations. 

Part I I is of more immediate practical value than Part I. 
I t presents the unit cell dimensions and, where possible, 
the space groups of about 5000 crystalline substances—all 
those for which data were available to Professor Donnay 
up to the end of 1951. These data are tabulated in order 
of increasing axial ratio a/b in the triclinic, monoclinic and 
orthorhombic crystal systems, axial ratio c/a in the tetrag
onal and hexagonal systems, and axial length a in the cubic 
system. (The rhombohedral system is included in the 
hexagonal.) A set of rules for choosing the proper unit 
cell and naming the axes correctly appears in the introduc
tion to Part I I ; by the use of these rules each crystalline 
substance can be assigned an axial ratio which gives it a 
unique position in the tables. (A cubic crystal is uniquely 
placed by its axial length.) In addition to the main table, 
Par t I I is provided with two indexes in which each substance 
is listed alphabetically by formula or by name, with a refer
ence to its position in the main table. Thus, from the data 
in Part I I , the crystallographic constants of almost any 
known substance can be found, or, conversely, the chemical 
nature of almost any crystal. 

The usual method for identifying unknown crystalline 
substances is by the use of the X-ray diffraction patterns of 
powdered specimens, because a library of powder patterns 
has existed for many years in the form of the well-known 
ASTM card file. This method, however, becomes ex
tremely difficult to use on substances with large unit cells of 
low symmetry. Professor Donnay's tables in Part I I of 
"Crystal D a t a " provide necessary means for making chemi
cal analysis by X-ray diffraction a really efficient technique. 
All that is required is one tiny single crystal of an unknown 
substance and the ability to use a Weissenberg or Buerger 
Precession X-ray diffraction camera, or, even better, one 
of the new X-ray goniometers equipped with a Geiger-
Miiller counter; any of these devices allows rapid and ac
curate determinations of unit cell constants and space group 
from a single crystal which need not weigh even 100 micro
grams. These data will allow a unique determination of 
the chemical nature of the unknown substance, provided 
they are listed in the table. 

Part I I also contains tables listing the criteria by which 
space groups can be determined by the use of systematic 
absences of "reflections" in X-ray diffraction patterns. 
These tables are arranged to allow space group detemina-
tions (insofar as this is possible on the basis of absent re
flections) no matter how the symmetry elements of the unit 
cell may turn out to be oriented, because of the formal orien
tation rules required by the main table. The inclusion of 
these tables makes Part I I a complete handbook of single 
crystal data arranged for use in chemical analysis. 

In the opinion of this reviewer, this book is one of the great 
additions to the reference literature of physical science. 
Not only crystallographers, but chemists, physicists and all 
others interested in useful data on chemical substances will 
soon find this work a necessity in the reference library. 
The scientific world is to be congratulated upon the existence 
of men like Professors Donnay and Nowacki who have been 
willing to spend years of painstaking, self-critical work, in 
order to provide us with this monumental book at no finan
cial gain to themselves. 
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This book is the result of a comprehensive inspection of 
the literature on zirconium. The author states that he has 
"examined" the assembled information critically in the 
light of his own experience and "as a result of knowledge 
gained during several visits to the U.S.A." 

The first fifty pages cover the occurrence and preparation 
of zirconium compounds. In the next fifty pages the pre
parative processes of Van Arkel (thermal dissociation of the 
iodide) and Kroll (reduction of the chloride with magne
sium) are described in some detail. The central portion of 
the book is devoted to the properties of the metal and its 
alloys while the last one hundred pages describe melting 
processes (either in use or being studied), fabrication of the 
metal, powder preparation and metallography. 

The author has included extensive bibliographies at the 
conclusion of each chapter to indicate where further in
formation may be found. The notations referring to books 
are incomplete. As an example, the reference cited on page 
230 and found in the bibliography at the end of Chapter 14, 
page 273, "Smith, D. C , Hydrogen in Metals, Chicago, 
1948" should include the publisher's name. The same ap
plies to reference 1, page 116, "Barret t , C. S., Structure of 
Metals, New York, 1943," as well as to the other book 
references. Also, it would seem that the well known A.C.S. 
monograph by Venable, F. P. , Zirconium and its Com
pounds, The Chemical Catalog Co., Inc., 1 Madison Ave., 
New York, N. Y., 1922, should be cited in the references at 
the end of Chapter 3. 

A spot check of references to scientific articles in technical 
journals, however, disclosed only one incorrect in forty. 
Reference 12, page 60, should read, Hunter, M. A., The 
Reduction of Metal Chlorides by ,Sodium, Trans. Electro-
diem. Soc, 44, 23 (1923). 
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For the most part, the wording is simple and direct. 
Chapter 3 might well be titled "Preparation and Purifica
tion of Compounds of Zirconium" instead of "Extraction 
of Zirconium from the Ore ." The title for Chapter 5, 
"Production of Zirconium Meta l , " specifically indicates 
the subject under discussion. 

The author has faithfully described the two major methods 
now used for the production of zirconium metal. A de
scription of apparatus and procedures for the preparation 
of titanium (which may not always apply to zirconium) on 
pages 68, 69 and 70, without specific explanations, might 
lead to erroneous conclusions. Another example of sub
stituting titanium for zirconium is found on page 95. "The 
conclusion that titanium could not be reduced beyond the 
monoxide by magnesium at 1200° is contradicted by G. 
Meister who prepared pure zirconium, by reducing the oxide 
with magnesium. . . . " 

The criticisms made of this book are not to be taken as 
too greatly detracting from its value. It is an up-to-date, 
exhaustive collection of information in readable form. 
Attention is called to the very good sections on physical 
properties, reactions with gases, zirconium alloys and par
ticularly to the theoretical portions dealing with binary sys
tems. This book should be of real value to all interested 
in the preparation and properties of zirconium. It is suit
able for reference work or as a text for well advanced stu
dents. 
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The Optical Properties of Organic Compounds, Second Edi
tion. By ALEXANDER N. WINCHELL, Emeritus Profes
sor of Mineralogy, University of Wisconsin. Academic 
Press, Inc., Publishers, 125 East 23rd Street, New York 10, 
N. Y. 1954. xviii + 487 pp. 16 X 23.5 cm. Price, 
S12.00. 

As in the first edition, this volume gives data on all or
ganic compounds whose optical crystallographic properties 
are sufficiently well-described to permit identification. As a 
minimum, accurate determinations of refractive indices are 
essential for any system of classification; only about 2000 
compounds meet this requirement. 

The descriptive section is arranged according to the Beil-
stein classification, slightly modified to bring isomorphous 
salts together and to separate different hydrates. Over 600 
references to the original literature are given. 

Determinative tables, based on refractive indices, and 
two large charts are included also, with clear explanations 
of their use. There is a brief discussion of the microscopical 
methods of measuring the refractive indices of a crystal, but 
no attempt is made to cover the general subject of optical 
crystallography, well discussed in other books, including the 
author's. 

This work is a valuable part of the literature of descriptive 
and analytical chemistry, and deserves to grow through 
many editions. It is not the fault of the author that the 
coverage is such a small part of the list of solid organic sub
stances; he has contributed many original data as well as 
critical evaluation of those of others. But the reliable and 
accurate determinations of the optical properties of organic 
crystals grow slowly, and are not a job for the novice; ex
perts are relatively scarce (and not drawn from the ranks of 
organic chemists as commonly as they should be). 

The trustworthy use of such data is similarly for the few. 
It takes experience and judgment to resist fitting the values 
of an unknown to those in a table, whether it be of refractive 
indices or melting points, when the odds are that the table 
does not include it. Here the user's knowledge of the possi
bilities as based on the organic chemistry involved may pre

vent such over-working of the tables, and afford valuable 
confirmatory or time-saving information. AU of which is 
by way of saying that this is a good book, that more people 
ought to be good enough to use it, that their and its limita
tions should be supplemented by chemical reasoning, just 
as microscopy and organic chemistry can best serve jointly 
for difficult identifications. 
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